Genital Pain vs. Genital Pleasure:
Why The One and Not The Other?
by James W. Prescott

Male circumcisions is not primarily a medical
issue but rather has its roots in deeply held
religious beliefs and social customs that defy
rational and humane understanding.
Genital mutilations of both males and females have been a
common practice in many cultures and have existed from the
earliest days of recorded history. These excruciating painful
procedures have been inflicted upon newborns and adoles
cents for a variety of reasons. Religious beliefs and social
cultural customs, particulary "rites of passage ceremonies"
have been historically the primary reasons for both male and
female genital mutilations. Only recently has one form of
genital mutilation, male circumcision, come under a different
rubric of justification, i.e. modern medicine.
It is a major thesis of this presentation that male circumci
sion is not primarily a medical issue but rather has its roots in
deeply held religious beliefs and social customs that defy
rational and humane understanding. The devastating practi
ces and consequences of female genital mutilation that have
been so well documented by Fran Hoskin (see page 22 in this
conference report) provides a context for understanding the
religious forces of toleration and support for male genital
mutilations, i.e. circumcision. Why is it that certain elements
of the medical profession can offer support for male genital
mutilation (circumcision) but not female genital mutilation
that is so widespread in other cultures of the world?
And why have the medical professions, until very recently,
ignored and denied the extraordinary and excruciating pain
that the newborn experiences when part of its skin (the
foreskin) is shredded and cut from the rest of its body?

This indifference to human pain and suffering of the cir
cumcised newborn is not confined to the medicalprofession
but is widespread throughout many cultures, particularly
where other forms of male and female genital mutilations are
practiced. In this psychologist's opinion, all forms of genital
mutilation that are inflicted upon unconsenting children are
de facto acts of torture and mutilation which are in violation
of Article 5 of the United Nations Universal Declaration of
Human Rights which states that "NO ONE SHALL BE
SUBJECTED TO TORTURE OR TO CRUEL,
INHUMAN OR DEGRADING TREATMENT OR
PUNISHMENT."
This position statement has been unanimously approved as
a resolution by the General Assembly of this Conference
(see page 53).
It is my conviction that the acts of newborn and adolescent
torture and mutilation which occurs in ritual male and female
genital mutilations must be understood within the broader
context of human torture, mutilation and violence against the
human body which is pandemic throughout the world. The
key to understanding this pain and violence is to be found in
understanding its converse, i.e. pleasure and peace where
physical pleasures of the body, particularly sexual pleasures,
are considered inherently dangerous by many fundamental
ist/ orthodox religious traditions which they believe threatens
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The key to understanding this pain and violence
is to be found in understanding its converse, i.e.
pleasure and peace ...
the salvation of the soul and oeiety.
This understanding of the r ipr~1 relationship between
pain and pleasure; our tolerance and upport for the torture
and mutilation of the human ody and intolerance for the
physical pleasures of the body inYoh profound issues of
moral philosoph of good and e\;1. of the moral theology of
pain and pleasure: and how th e moral value systems
become encoded in the developing human brain and thus,
behaviors which includes the s 'al-moral \'alues and ideolo
gies of human culture. In brief. it is my ontention that the
ultimate resolution oflhe circumci ion i ue and other forms
of male/female genital mutilations will in olve primarily the
ethical, moral and neurop ycbological i ues involved in tor
ture and mutilation and less in the pre umptive medical and
social benefits of genital mutilations.
Before proceeding with a ummary of the religious, philo
sophical and scientific data in upport of this thesis, I would
like, to comment very briefly on two medical studies that
purport to provide statistical medi al evidence for the prac
tice of circumcision and \ hich rai es serious ethical/ moral
issues when findings from presumptive pathological groups
are generalized to health group to justify surgical proce
dures on health groups in the guise of "preventive medicine."
First, is the stud of Dr. William Cameron of the Univer
sity of Manitoba where it was reported in a sample of292 men
who had patronized prostitutes in Nairobi, Kenya that 20%
of uncircumcised men became infected with AIDS virus,
whereas, only 3% of circumcised men became infected with
the A IDS virus. It was also reported that 85% of the prosti
tutes were infected with the AIDS virus. Some have sug
gested that circumcision mao offer a degree of prevention
against the AIDS virus.
Assuming that circumcision vs. non-circumcision, and not
other variables, can aCCOL:nt for this difference, how can the

grossly negligent and irresponsible sexual behaviors andpoor
personal hygiene practices of0 THERS be used to justify the
genital and sexual mutilation of the INNOCENT? Another
example of the the misuse of statistical inference from medi
cal data is provided by the studies of Dr. Thomas Wiswell.
In one of Dr. Wiswell's studies where he evaluated the
incidence of Urinary Tract Infections (UTls) in 422,238 boys
born to Army families he found a ten-fold increase in UTls in
uncircumcised vs. circumcised boys. The incidence was 1.1 %
vs .. 11 % respectively, where one third of the 1.1 % later deve
loped serious medical complications. This finding of 1.1 %
and/ or the .034% serious medical complications in uncir
cumcised newborns is now being used to justify the routine
genital mutilation of99% of healthy male newborns who do
not develop UTls. Since female infants were found to have a
0.57% incidence of UTls which is 50% of the uncircumcised
males (1.1 %) it is clear that there are other variables unrelated
(Continued on next page)
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Genital Pain vs. Genital Pleasure (Continued)
to circumcision that contribute to UTIs-. I will leave to other
investigators the exploration of these other uncontrolled var
iables that contribute to UTls.

tures that have High Gods. In general, these cultures are
patrilineal, subordinate women to men, have low nurturance
of children, are sexually repressive, punish abortion, are
violent and have a high god that supports human morality.

Early Sensory Influences Upon
Brain Development and Behavior

In summary, the confounding ofpain and pleasure in the
developing brain provides the neuropsychological founda
tionfor individuals who must experience pain to experience
pleasure, or who derive pleasurefrom the experience ofpain.

There is a well established body of scientific data that
documents the role of sensory stimulation and deprivation
upon brain development and emotional-social, psychological
and mental development. From the perspective of the devel
opmental neuropsychological sciences there can be little
question that the extraordinary pain experienced by new
borns, children and adolescents who are subjected to ritual
genital mutilations has a profound influence upon the brain
and later behaviors. It is this writer's conviction that the
extraordinary pain and trauma experienced through genital
mutilations - an organ and brain system that is designed for
the experience of sexual pleasure and the expression of sexual
love - has permanently altered normative brain develop
ment for the normal expression of sexual pleasure and love. It

is proposed that this genital pain has long-term developmen
tal consequences for the ability of such individuals to differ
entiate pain from pleasure in love relationships and to
develop intimate sexual relationships.
It is not without psychobiological consequence that the
brain system which is designed for the experience of pleasure
and the expression of sexual love is first encoded with
extraordinary and excruciating pain. In such individuals, all
subsequent acts or experiences of genital pleasure are expe
rienced upon a background of genital pain that is now deeply
buried in the subconscious/ unconscsious brain.
It is this developmental neuropsychologist's conviction

that these early experiences ofgenital pain contribute to the
encoding of the brain for sado-masochistic behaviors. The
brain system that has been designed for pleasure has first and
foremost become saturated or encoded with pain that now
limits and qualifies all subsequent experiences of pleasure.
When these early experiences of genital pain are followed by a
developmental deprivation of physical affectional pleasure in
the maternal-infant relationship and in the adolescent sexual
relationship, then violent destructive behaviors are the inevit
able outcome.
Equally significant is the prediction that the cumulative
consequences of these developmental experiences of genital

pain and affectional deprivation precludes the possibility of
realizing the spiritual dimensions of human sexuality. These
relationships have been discussed elsewhere and need not be
repeated here. Suffice it to note that it has been possible to
predict with 100% accuracy the torture, mutilation and kil
ling of enemy captured in warfare in 49 primitive cultures
from the two variables of deprivation of physical affection in
the maternal-infant relationship and in the adolescent sexual
relationship; and that brain dysfunction underlies this SAD
(Somatosensory Affectional Deprivation) induced violent
behaviors. (Prescott, 1975, 1979, 1989; Heath, 1975). (See
M arch/ April issue of The Truth Seeker)
Tables I and II summarize the social-behavioral character
istics of primitive cultures that engage in male and female
genital mutilations. Tables III and IV provide a similar sum
mary for those cultures that puniSh pre-marital sex and extra
marital sex. Similarily, for Table V which characterizes cul
THE TRUTH SEEKER

One of the most recent studies that is particularly germane
to this thesis was reported by Jacobson, et. al in Acta pS.l'chi
atr. scand. (2987:76-364-371), entitled Perinatal OnKin of
Adult Self Destructive Behavior. The summary of this study
is provided by the abstract which reads as follows:

The stud\' was undenaken to test H'hether obstetric proce
dures are of importance for eventual adult behGl'ior of rhe
neH'born, as ecolof{ical data from the Unired States seem to
indicate. Birth record data were f{arhered for 412 forensic
victims comprising suicides, alcoholics and druf{ addicts born
in Stockholm after 1940, and H'ho died there in 1978-1984.
The births ofthe victims were unevenIJ' distribured amonf{ six
hospitals. Comparison with 2.90 I controls, and mutual com
pat'ison ofcategories, showed rhat suicides invo!l'inf{ asphl'x
iation were closell' associated with asph.l'xia at birth, suicides
bl' violent mechanical means were associated l\'ith mechani
cal birth trauma and drug addiction was associated with
opiate and/ or barbiturate administration to morhers during
labor. Irrespectil'e of the mechanism transferring rhe birth
trauma ro adulthood - H'hich lI1ighr be analof{ous to
imprinting - rhe results show that obstetric procedures
should be careful/\' evaluated and possiMI' mOdrfied to pre
vent eventual self-destructive behavior.
Specifically, the authors reported that a perinatal event of
Asphyxia (a lack of oxygen) carried a risk factor for suicides
from hanging, strangulation, drowning and gas poisoning
that was five times greater than for controls; for perinatal
mechanical trauma, e.g. breech presentations, forceps deliv
ery and multiple nuchal loops, the risk factor for suicides
from hanging and other mechanical injuries was twice as
great as controls; for perinatal events of opiate/ barbiturate
use the risk factor for drug addiction was approximately

three times greater than the controls.
In an earlier study of 52 adolescent suicides, Salk, et. aI.,
(1985) reported three prenatal/ perinatal risk factors that sig
nificantly discriminated the suicide group from the two
matched non-suicide control groups. These were: I) respira
tory distress for more than one hour at birth; 2) no antenatal
care before 20 weeks of pregnancy; and 3) chronic disease of
the mother during pregnancy which were found in 81 % of the
suicide cases. These authors were quite uncertain as to the
mechanisms by which prenatal/ perinatal birth trauma were
linked to suicidal behaviors.
David Levy in a 1945 study on the "Psychic Trauma of
Operations in Children" reported on three cases of male
circumcision at ages 12 months (2 cases) and 6 V2 years. Psy
chological trauma included the development of night terrors,
temper tantrums and rage. In the 6V2 year old, suicidal
impulses developed. Levy reports:
"... a circumcision at the age of 6 years 7 months. was

preceded by a struggle of the patient with his father and the
anesthetist before ther overpowered him. Immediately after
the anesthesia wore off, he said over and over, ,Thev cut mv
penis. I wish I were dead. 'The rest ofthe day the patient never
left his mother:S side. Thereafter his previous temper tantrums
(Continued on page 17)
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TABLE I

TABLE III

SOCIAL-BEHA VIORAL CHARACTERISTICS OF
CUL TURES WHERE MALE GENIT AL MUTILA TION
IS PRESENT (N=83) VS BEING ABSENT (N=242)
Var. Social-Behavioral Characteristics
P
N
%
01 Castes Are Present
78 .0000 304
02 Weaving By Males
78 .0000 100
75 .0000 168
03 Games of Strategy
04 Metal Working Is Present
71
.0000 238
69 .0000 325
05 Exclusively Patrilineal
06 Slavery Is Present
65 .0000 314
07 High Bride Price
56 .0000 322
5 I .0002 325
08 Husbandry Is Present
09 High God Supports Human
Morality
64 .0007 086
54 .0009 257
10 High God is Present
II Class Stratification Is Present
316
56 .003
12 Leather Working By Males
65 .005
081
13 Polygamous Rather Than
321
Monogamous
60 .004
14 High Exhibitionistic Dancing
57 .03
082
15 Totemism Is Present
026
65 .04
16 Early Infant; Child Satisfaction
Is Low
69 .06
035
17 Longer Post-Partum Sex Taboo
124
67
06
18 High Oral Socialization Anxiety
048
63 .06
19 Exclusive Mother-Son Sleeping
042
I year
67 .07
20 High 1ncidence of Theft
66 .06
035
21 Patrilineal Cultures
137
58 .06
22 High Narcissism
58 .08
086
23 High God Active
155
55 .08
028
24 Wife Lending and Exchange
71
.09
25 1nfanticide Is Present
63 .09
030

SOCIAL-BEHA VIORAL CHARACTERISTICS OF
CULTURES WHERE PREMARITAL SEX IS
STRONGLY PUNISHED
Var. Social-Behavioral Characteristics
P
N
%
01 Community size is larger
73 .0003
80
02 Societal complexity is high
87 .01
15
03 Class stratification present
60 .01
III
04 Slavery is present
59 .005
176
05 Low female income
71 .09
24
06 Personal crime is high (392)
71 .05
28
07 Incidence of theft is high (392)
31
68 .07
08 Kin group exclusively patrilineal
62 .04
114
09 Kin groups patrilineal or double
descent rather than matrilineal
62
64 .002
63
10 Small extended family
70 .008
II Wives are "purchased"
114
54 .02
12 Women have property rights
9
100 .008
13 Longer post-partum sex taboo
62 .03
50
14 Extramarital sex is punished
71 .005
58
23
15 Sex disability is present
83 .004
16 Castration anxiety is high
37
65 .009
17 Bellicosity is extreme
37
68 .04
18 Killing, torturing, mutilating is high 69 .07
35
19 High God in human morality
81 .01
27
20 Narcissism is high
38
66 .04
21 Exhibitionistic dancing
65 .04
66

TIME OF CIRCUMCISION: A) 1st & 2nd months: 4 cultures;
B) 2 months to 2 years: 4 cultures; C) 2 to 5 years: 7 cultures; D) 6
to 10 years; 23 cultures; E) II to 15 years: 21 cultures; F) 16-25
years; 7 cultures.

TABLE II
SOCIAL-BEHA VIORAL CHARACTERISTICS OF
CULTURES WHERE FEMALE INITIATION RITES
ARE PAINFUL (N=9) VS NOT BEING PAINFUL(N=29)
Var. Social-Behavioral Characteristics
P
N
%
01 Male Genital Mutilation Present
83
.006
36
02 High Bride Price
61
.01
38
.02
03 Cultures Are Exclusively Patrilineal 79
38
04 Segregation of Adolescent Boys
75
.02
28
20
80
.03
05 Youth Sex Expression Restricted
78
.04
27
06 High Mother-Child Households
07 High Child Anxiety Over Nurturant
91
II
Behavior
.05
08 Torture, Mutilation & Killing of
Enemy
70
.07
20
09 Incidence of Theft Is High
85
.08
13
10 Low Infant Protection From
Environment
75
.08
13
NOTE: Initiation Rites Mandatory For All Girls Between 8th &
20th Years, Does Not Include Betrothal Or Marriage Customs.
From: R.B. Textor. A Cross-Cultural Summan'. (1967) HRAF
PRESS: New Haven.

TABLE IV
SOCIAL-BEHA VIORAL CHARACTERISTICS OF
CULTURES THAT PUNISH EXTRAMARITAL SEX
Var. Social-Behavioral Characteristics
01 Slavery is Present
02 Personal Crime is High
03 Theft is High
04 Abortion is Highly Punished
05 Premarital Sex Strongly Punished
06 Castration Anxiety is High
07 Military Glory Emphasized
08 Bellicosity is Extreme
09 High Killing, Torture, Mutilation
10 Aggressive Supernaturals

TABLE

%
67
80
81
76
71
87
62
77
78
79

P
.002
.02
.008
.05
.005
.0001
.002
.002
.002
.02

N
83
20
21
17
58
30
53
43
42
19

V

SOCIAL-BEHA VIORAL CHARACTERISTICS OF
CULTURES WHERE A HIGH GOD IS PRESENT
Var. Social-Behavioral Characteristics
01 Caste System Present
02 Slavery is Present
03 Patrilineal Rather Than Matrilineal
04 Wives Purchased
05 High Aggression Socialization
Anxiety
06 High Infant Pain By Caretaker
07 Early Independence Training
08 Male Genital Mutilation Present
09 Premarital Sex Strongly Punished

%
52
60
68
65

P
.0004
.0002
.0006
.0015

N
244
251
167
258

71
63
69
54
59

.01
.08
.06
.0009
.05

45
57
29
257
149

The % column reflects the percentage of cultures that share in common the behaviors listed; the P column states the probability level of
statistical significance, e.g. a value of .003 means that the probability that the behavioral relationships being compared could occurhy chance
is 3 times out of a thousand; and the Ncolumn indicates the number of primitive cultures involved in the comparison of the paired behaviors.
THE TRUTH SEEKER
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Genital Pain vs. Genital Pleasure (Continued)
developed into destructive rages. During the treatment he
played numerous killing games, in which his father was the
principal victim. The operation represented a castration by
his father. "(p.IO).
Questions must be raised as to the extent to which rage and
suicidal behaviors are engendered by the assaults of circum
cision whether conducted during the newborn or child/ pre
pubertal periods. (There are approximately a third more
suicides than homicides in the U.S.). Is there a link between
circumcision and the willingness to kill oneself or others for
one's religious/ national beliefs, particularly when circumci
sion occurs at the age of puberty, as it does in the Muslim
cultures? The willingness of many Muslim men to die or kill
for their religious beliefs is well known, e.g. the cases of
Salman Rushdie and Sirhan Sirhan may be representative
here.
Jacobsen, et. al (1987) noted in their study that hypoxia
during birth might cause minimal brain damage that could
result in destructive behaviors. However, these authors ques
tioned whether neurological injuries due to hypoxia could be
the main factor, "since altogether rather few victims suffered
from asphyxia during birth. None of the 86 suicides from
poisoning by solid or liquid substance and none of the 53
alcoholics were reported to have been asphyxial."

There is a delayed "time bomb" of brain damage
that occurs long after the initial injury or insult.
There are several points to be made concerning these two
studies. First, Faro and Windle (1969) in their experimen
tal asphixal studies in monkeys documented both imme
diate and delayed brain damage by as much as 10 years in
these monkeys. In short, there is a delayed "time bomb" of
brain damage that occurs long after the initial injury or
insult. It would appear that later stages of brain develop
ment are dependent upon earlier stages of brain develop
ment which must be normal if later stages of development
are to be normal. Secondly, there are a variety of traumas/
injuries that can simulate or mimic asphyxial effects.
For example, sensory deprivation (like asphyxia) can
damage the sensory receptors and sensory pathways of the
brain. This neuronal damage from sensory deprivation

prevents normal sensory stimulation of the brain which is
essentialfor normal brain development andfunction. This
is why the experiencing of sensory pleasure - physical
affection and sexual pleasure - is essentialfor normative
brain development, function and behavior.
The effects of sensory deprivation or altered and abnor
mal sensory environments upon brain development and
behavior are well documented. This is the mechanism
which I will now focus upon since it is my conviction that a
variety of early tra umatic events of pain, deprivation and
stress, including asphyxia, damage the affectional neuro
nal systems of the brain. It is this damage that compro
mises or prevents the development of affectional bonds of
pleasure since these brain systems for pleasure have been
damaged by these early insults and injuries. This thesis
constitutes the neuropsychological foundation of my SAD
(Somatosensory Affectional Deprivation) theory of alie
nation, depression, addictive and violent behaviors.
It is for these reasons that SAD is proposed to be the

process or mechanism which can acount for the linkage
between prenatal/ perinatal trauma and suicides that have
been reported by Salk, et aI., and by Jacobson, et. al.
Specifically, Somatosenory Affectional Deprivation (SAD)
theory is basedon the nature of brain processes where it has
been well established that activation of the pleasure circuits of
the brain inhibit the activity of the violence circuits of the
brain. This normative reciprocal relationship ceases to func
tion when the neuronal circuits of the brain that mediate
pleasure are insufficiently developed - a form of brain dys
function/ damage - due to sensory deprivation of physical
affectional pleasure, specifically, somesthetic (touch) and ves
tibular (movement) sensory stimulation. Gentle touch and
rocking of the infant are powerful sensory stimuli for plea
sure, comfort and a sense of "basic trust"for the infant/ child.
When these sensory stimuli are absent and, in addition, are
replaced by painful sensory stimulation, then the neurobio
logical foundations for depressive, addictive and violent
behaviors are established.
In brief, the emotional pain of affectional deprivation (the
failure of love in the maternal-infant and parent-child rela
tionships, and in our sexual relationships) seeks relief
through drugs, alcohol and violence - in the rage of our
physical assaults against others; beatings, rape, homicide and
assaults against our own bodies where the final solution is
suicide - one of the leading mental health problems of our
children and youth. Why should our children and youth be

committing suicide in such great numbers - a 112% increase
from 1980 to 1985 for children aged 10 to 14 years? Does
genital mutilation and sexual abuse in combination with
SAD facilitate suicidal and assaultive behaviors?

It is for these reasons that the pain of genital
mutilation is tolerated and supported and why
the pleasure of genital stimulation is forbidden
- with all the developmental neuropsychologi
cal and moral consequences that such events
have upon the individual and culture.
A further correlate to the above relationships and why
certain postnatal traumas are tolerated (e.g. genital mutila
tions) is to be found in our cultural mores that places a high
moral value on pain, suffering, deprivation; and immorality
upon the physical pleasures of the body, particularly the
sexual pleasures of the body. It is for these reasons that the
pain of genital mutilation is tolerated and supported and why
the pleasure of genital stimulation is forbidden - with all the
developmental neuropsychological and moral consequences
that such events have upon the individual and culture.
I will now review the real reasons for circumcision as given
by certain moral traditions and the anti-pleasure ethic that is
endemic to many religious traditions that supports the pain
pleasure reciprocity principle and provides the linkage to
violent behaviors.

PHILOSOPHICAL/RELIGIOUS BASES FOR
GENITAL MUTILATIONS
It is well recognized that circumcision in the Jewish reli
gious tradition represents a covenant with God (see Gerald
Larue's article in this issue). It is less well recognized that the
(Conlinued on next page)
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13efo1fe r9i1fcumcision
YOUR COMMENTARy

Is INViTEd

Peaceful, Blissful and Trusting - Credit: Marilyn F. Milos, R. ., NOCI RC

ftfre1f r9i1fcumcision

The charge that circumcision is
either unnecessary or harmful must
confront contemporary evidence.
While the 1971 report of the American
Academy of Pediatrics ruled circum
cision unnecessary, it is important to
note that the Academy is reviewing its
earlier decision because of new evi
dence. Of fifty thousand known cases
of penile cancer in North America only
nine have occurred in circumcised
males. Urinary tract infections occur
less frequently when the foreskin is
removed. And ninety-five times as
many uncircumcised males contract
AIDS as do the circumcised. If all
these assertions are true, then the pain
and trauma, if they indeed exist, may
be worth enduring ...
Quite frankly, the fury of many
anticircumcision militants is out of
proportion to the provocation. Given
the horrendous proportions of child
abuse, a little foreskin removal (which
may, in the end, turn out to be benefi
cial) hardly deserves the hostility it
receives.

- Sherwin TWine
Rabbi. First Humanistic Jewish
Congregation, Birmingham Temple,
Farmington Hills, MI
From: Circumcision. Humanistic
Judaism 1988 (Summer), V.XVI
Number III
Pain, Fear and Betrayal  Credit: Marilyn F. Milos, R.

\lAs ThE body is pRioR iN oRdER of GENERATioN TO ThE soul, so ThE iRRATioNAL
is pRioR TO ThE RATioNAL. ThE pRoof is ThAT ANGER ANd wishiNG ANd dESiRE ARE
iMpLANTEd iN childREN fROM ThEiR VERy biRTh, bUT REASON A~d UNdERSTANd·
iNG ARE dEVELopEd AS ThEy GROW oldER. WhEREfoRE, ThE CARE of ThE body
OUGhT TO PRECEdE ThAT of ThE soul, ANd ThE TRAiNiNG of ThE AppETiTivE pART
should foLLow; NONE ThE lESS OUR CARE of iT MUST bE fOR ThE SAkE of ThE
REASON, ANd OUR CARE of ThE body fOR ThE SAkE of ThE souL."
ARisTOTLE, 1Jolitca
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It is almost impossible to believe
that parents who love their children
could stand by and see them so unmer
cifully tortured for a religious purpose.
Can religion so stultify the brain that it
even makes us callous to the cries of
our loved ones when being so outrage
ously assaulted?

- Joseph Lewis
From: In The Name Of Humanity,
1949, p. 120.
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diminution of sexual pleasure is another major reason for
circumcision in the Jewish religious tradition. This reason is
clearly stated by Moses Maimonides in the Guide of The
Perplexed (1190) which merits its full reproduction:
ON CIRCUMCISION

"As regards circumcision, I think that one ofits objects is to
limit sexual intercourse, and to weaken the organ ofgenera
tion asfar as possible, and thus cause man to be moderate.
Some people believe that circumcision is to remove a defect in
man's formation; but everyone can easily reply: How can
products of nature be deficient so as to require external
completion, especially as the use oftheforeskin to that organ
is evident. This commandment has not been enjoined as a
complement to a deficient physical creation, but as a means
for perfecting man's moral shortcomings. The bodily injury
caused to that organ is exactly that which is desired; it does

not interrupt any vitalfunction, nor does it destroy the power
of generation. Circumcision simply counteracts excessive

On Masturbation

9. The traditional Catholic doctrine that masturbation con
stitutes a grave moral disorder is often called into douht or
expresslv denied today. it is said that pS.I'chology and sociol
ogy show that it is a normal phenomenon ofsexual develop
ment, especiallv among the young. ... This opinion is contra
dictory to the teaching and pastoral practice of the Catholic
Church. Whatever theforce ofcertain arguments ofa biolog
ical and philosophical nature, which have sometimes heen
used by theologians, in fact both the Magisterium of the
Church - in the course of a constant tradition - and the
moral sense of the faithful have declared without hesitation
that masturbation is an intrinsicall)' and seriousl)' disordered
act.
Elsewhere, the Roman Catholic church affirms the moral
value of pain and suffering in The Spiritual Exercises of St.
ignatius of Loyola (the founder of the Society of Jesus):

lust; for there is no doubt that circumcision weakens the
power of sexual excitement, and sometimes lessens the natu
ral enjoyment; the organ necessarily becomes weak when it

loses blood and is deprived ofits coveringfrom the beginning.
Our Sages say distinctly: It is hardfor a woman, with whom
an uncircumcised had sexual intercourse, to separate from
him. This is, as I believe, the best reason for the command
ment concerning circumcision. "
(Part Ill, Chapter 49)
Elswhere in the Jewish religious tradition clear warnings
are given concerning the dangers of sexual pleasure. The
following quotations are taken from the Code ofJewish Law:
Chapter 150
The Sin of Discharging Semen in Vain
I: It isforbidden to discharge semen in vain. This is a graver

sin than any other mentioned in the Torah. Those who
practice masturbation and cause the issue of semen in vain,
not only do they commit a grave sin, but they are under a ban,
concerning whom it is said (Issiah l:i5):" Your hands arefull
of blood," and it is equivalent to killing a person. See what
Rashi wrote concerning Er and Onan in the Sidrah of Vaye
shev (Genesis 37), that both Er and Onan died for the com
mission ofthis sin. Occasionallv, as a punishmentfor this sin,
children die when young, God forbid. or grow up to be
delinquent, while the sinner himself is reduced to poverty.
Chapter 151
Laws of Chastity

17. Semen is the vitality of man's body and the light of his
eyes, and when it issues in abundance, the body weakens and
life is shortened. He who indulges in having intercourse, ages
quicklv, his strength ebbs, his eyes grow dim, his breath
becomes foul, the hair ofhis head, eyelashes and brows fall
out, the hair ofhis beard, armpits andfeet increase, his teeth
fall out, and many other aches besides these befall him. Great
physicians said that one out of a thousand dies from other
diseases, while nine hundred and ninety-nine die from sexual
indulgence. Therefore, a man should exercise self-restraint.
The Roman Catholic Church is equally affirmative on the
moral dangers of masturbation whose only purpose is sexual
pleasure. In the Vatican's "Declaration on Sexual Ethics,"
published by the Sacred Congregation For The Doctrine Of
The Faith (December 29, 1975), formerly the Holy Office of
The Inquisition, the following is stated:
THE TRUTH SEEKER

"The third kind ofpenance is to chastise the bodv, that is to
inflict sensible pain on it. This is done by wearing hair shirts,
cords, or iron chains on the bodl', or by scourging or wound
ing oneself, and by other kinds ofausterities" (1541).
Many other examples could be cited, the most significant of
which is the Crucifixion itself. God the Father's Divine Plan of
Incarnation for his Son: "So the Word was made flesh;"(John
I: 14); and "I did not come of my own will; it was He who sent
me" (John 8:42) was a plan for the mutilation, torture and
murder of His only-begotten Son on the cross (euphemisti
cally called "sacrificed") - for the ulterior motive of human
salvation! The ultimate psychopathology of this event is equat
ing this mutilation, torture and murder with LOVE! Clearly,
Christian Love is as much an expression of pain and suffering
as pleasure. It is this fusion of pain and suffering with love that
forms one of the roots of sado-masochism which is so preval
ent in monotheistic and patristic cultures,
Given the violence that this Father inflicted upon the
Son He loved (and others), is it so surprising to find so much
violence of other Fathers inflicted upon their sons (and
daughters)? If "Man" is made "Unto the Image and Likeness
of God," then the violence of "Man," becomes more under
standable. Remember, it is this same God the Father that
demanded the torture of helpless male newborns through the
ritual mutilation of their genitals, called circumcision - a
practice that continues today in many monotheistic cultures.
Why was pain and violence and not pleasure and peace
selected as the primary path for establishing the "bond"
between God and Man and for human salvation? In all His
Wisdom, Power and "Love" could He not have found a
different solution to the enigma of human "salvation"? The
answers to these questions lie elsewhere.
It should be recognized that the roots of the morality of
pain and suffering and the immorality of physical sensual/
sexual pleasure antedate the Crucifixion and the rise of
monotheism. These basic concepts existed in parallel civiliza
tions where, for example, the ancient Greek philosophers
provided a clear metaphysical theory of good and evil that
was directly related to a moral theology of pain and pleasure.
Greek Metaphysical Dualism provided the following
equations:

MATTER=Bou/v, Evil, Wickedness, Darkness, Chaos=FEMALE;
FORM=Soul, Goodness, Godlike, Lightness, Order=MALE;
(Conlinued on next page)
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Evil, Wickedness, Darkness, Chaos = FEMALE;
FORM = Soul, Goodness, Godlike, Lightness, Order = MALE;

MA TTER

= Body,

down upon man every imperfection and corruption; He
granted it - / mean the humanform - pmver. dominion.
rule. and control over mailer. in order that it subjugate it.
quell its impulses. and bring it back to the best and most
harmonious state that is possible (11/:8, pp. 430-432).

It was Pythagoras (c.582-c.507 B.C.) who provided the sex
gender equivalents of maleness with goodness; and female
ness with evil:

"There is a Kood principle which has crealI'd order. light
and man; and a had principle which has created chaos.
darkness and woman."

(Part III, Chapter 8)

Given this formulation is it so surprising to find the follow
ing in Ecclesiasticus (25:33): "From the woman came the
beginning of sin, and by her we all die." And in Paul, I
Corinthians (7: I); "NoV\' concern inK the thinKs whereofrou
H.,ote me: /t is Koodfor a man not to touch a woman. "Many
other examples could be mentioned that are too numerous to
cite which reflect this absurd and most erroneous dualistic
moral theory of human nature, gender and behavior.
Moses Maimonides has perhaps provided the clearest
exposition of these metaphysical/ moral/ gender relationships
in The Guide Pf The Perplexed (When the word "matter"
occurs think "female," when the word "form" occurs think
"male"):

"A II bodies subject to generation and corruption are
allainI'd by corruption onZl' because oftheir mailer; with
regard toform and with respect to the laller's essence. they
are not allainI'd by corruption. but are permanent . ..
Similar/)' every living being dies and becomes ill solely
hecause ofits mailer and not because ofitsform. A II man's
acts of disobedience and sin are consequent upon his
mailer and not upon his/arm. whereas all his virtues are
consequent upon his form . .. consequentzv it was neces
sary that man's verI' noble form. which as we have
explained. is the image of God and His likeness, should be
bound to earthy. turbid and dark maller, which calls

Ecclesiasticus (25:33): "From the woman came the
beginning ofsin, and by her we all die. "... in Paul, I
Corinthians (7:1); "Now concerning the things whe
reofyou wrote me: It is goodfor a man not to touch a
woman."
Perhaps it is now more clear how philosophical and theologi
cal moral dualism has conspired against the human body,
particularly the female body and the sensual/ sexual pleasures
that they represent. This moral dualism of Western Civiliza
tion is one of the great roots of violence against the human
body and the female body in particular. And these moral
traditions are not confined to the cultures of Western Civili
zation which subordinate female to male; assures the continu
ing inequality of woman to man and supports the violence of
man against woman and her children. (Reich, 1971).
This fundamentalist/ orthodox morality of Western Civili
zation requires that the sensual/ sexual pleasures of the body
must be extremely limited if not destroyed to achieve "salva
tion of the soul" (re, the "virtues" of celibacy, virginity and
chastity). What better place to begin than with the mutilation
and destruction of the genitals which are designed to exper
(Continued on next page)

Pain and "Salvation"
"The third kind ofpenance is to chastise the
hodl', that is to inflict sensihle pain on it. This
is done hI' wearinK hair shirts, cords, or iron
chains on the hod\', or hl' scourKinK or
woundinK oneself, and hl' other kinds of
austerities. "
On "Good" Friday the Crucifixion and
scourging/ flagellation of the body are com
monly re-enacted in many primitive Catholic
cultures throughout the world. This moral
theology of pain and suffering is a major root
cause of supporting and tolerating violence
against the human body.
Quote:

St. Ignatius of Loyola

The Spiritual Exercises
Photo Credit:

Ingmar Bergman

The Seventh Seal
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ience sensual pleasure and share sexual love?

It is not without reason that the monotheistic religions
(Judaism, Christianity, Islam) have carried thei~ religions on
the edge of the sword - the same sword that cuts the genitals
of children (male and female); and which mutilates their
souls.
It is clear to this writer that before genital mutilations of
our children can cease; before male violence against women
can end; and before human violence can be eliminated that a
moral revolution must take place. Pain must be declared
immoral and pleasure must be declared morally necessary if
we are to become moral persons. In the words of Walt
Whitman:

"IF ANYTHING IS SACRED
THE HUMAN BODY IS SACRED"
In summary, the dualistic/theistic moral foundations of
Wester;' Civilization must be transformed if human equality,
compassion, justice and love are to be realized; and if the
human species is to survive.
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Genital Pain As
Punishment
For Genital
Pleasure
Figure 1: A man's scrotum is
being nailed to a public
bench for committing the
"sexual sin" of fornication.
From: A 17th Century Woodcut.
Dr. Prescott's personal col
lection.
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